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The anatomy of information – Chapter 3

In chapter 2 I introduced the anatomy of information and mentioned that I would be introducing an
explicit explanation as to how the principle of causation (cause and effect as attributed to Aristotle
384-322 BC) is impacted on by the problem-solution cycle and how to recognise a structure from a
function. This chapter will introduce the 11 major problems that the anatomy solves and who need to
understand the technique in order to solve them. I will also describe mathematical formula behind each
problem. This will demonstrate that as long as there are an infinite number of possibilities, it is
virtually impossible to identify a workable function and how all that is available will be implicit
statements not based on facts and hence can never be explicit. In my final slide I will reveal the
building blocks of peace which will 'please everyone, align common elements' as opposed to war
which is to 'waste all resources'. If not solved, then just like international conflict, business will always
be at ‘war’ with technology.

According to Aristotle every cause has an effect. One definition of the word ‘cause’ is ‘Events that
provide the generative force that is the origin of something’. It is my assertion that the ‘something’
that precedes a cause is a problem. A definition of the word effect is ‘A phenomenon that follows and
is caused by some previous phenomenon’. It is my assertion that the phenomenon that follows an
effect is a result or a solution. I will further assert that if the result of an effect cannot be described as a
simple function (a simple static object that can be used explicitly), then the result has to be a complex
or a simple evolving object (in other words a structure of indeterminate functions or something that is
implicit). Every structure therefore becomes another problem and this cycle will continue until all
structures are broken down into an explicit function.

Having studied the anatomy of information it is my assertion that there 11 major problems that need to
be solved and that only the anatomy of information holds the key to all the solutions. Of the 11, 8 have
to be solved by the dreamers (with the help of logicians with very specific skills) and 3 by the
practitioners (again assisted by logicians with a different skill set to those mentioned previously). If
these logicians do not approach each problem with the right set of tools at the right time, the problem
will never get solved in a timely manner. The 8 problems that business needs to solve are:

1. The big enigma – War or Peace
2. Objectives part 1 – What is an objective
3. Goals – What are they
4. Objectives part 2 – Measures and budgeting
5. The enterprise – What should it look like
6. Knowledge- What is it
7. Strategic planning – How to succeed
8. Information Technology – How to close the gap and win the peace

The 3 problems IT needs to solve are:
9. Big data – What does this mean
10. Projects – Where do they come from
11. Implemented systems/Solutions – Do they support the business needs

In my next slide I will tackle the big enigma and using the causation principle see how far I can get to
solve it.
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